
Work History

Freelancer

JEEHOON
SONG

Contact

Address
Gangneung, 25466

Phone
+82 10 9541 4807

E-mail
songjh159@gmail.com

Skills

Native level fluency in
EN&KR

English to Korean 1000
words/m

Korean to English 600
words/m

Trados, Memsourse

Languages

English

Korean

An individual with a Six years of translation experience in games,
business emails, and computing. With the native understanding of
both Korean, Western, and internet culture delivered clear and
precise translation to the client.

Army / Public Interest Service Personnel
Korea Real Estate Board, Gangneung-si

Held English classes for employees.
Prepared and implemented lesson plans
covering required course topics.
Planned dynamic lessons to increase student
comprehension of books and literary concepts.
Utilized multimedia strategies and technology to
convey information in fresh and interesting ways.
Led interesting and diverse group activities to
engage students in course material.

2021-08 -
Current

Freelancer
Andovar, Remote

Replicated flow, style, and overall meaning of
original texts.
Reviewed final works to spot and correct errors in
punctuation, grammar, and translation.
Translated documents from Korean to English.
Translated documents from English to Korean.
General Translation, Marketing Translation,
Games.
Amazon localization to Korean.
Handled maxium of 8000 words per day.

2021-06 -
Current

Translator/QA Champion Strike
Neobricks

(500k+ downloads on AOS), Ratropolis(200k
copies sold on steam), Idle Defense Arena(50k+
downloads on AOS) for Korean to English
Translated emails between developers and
Neobricks, both English and Korean, for better
communication between both companies
Worked as Community Manager for BlackSquad,
and Cosmic Owl
Managing discord, and also some support tickets
QA check for any translation done within the

2019-07 -
2021-03



Education

company to EN KR, and translations that have
been outsourced to freelancers
Attended G-Star 2020 as translator for Neobricks.

English Translator
Neobricks, Munich

In charge of moderation of both English
community(30k members) and Korean
community(8k members)
Translated Patch notes English -> Korean for
Koreans who didn't speak English fluently
Streamed on Twitch as a Moderator to let the
community get big
Worked as a middle man to set a
meeting/translating between players, and the
developers
Was invited to Neowiz as a Korean/English
Moderator to stream with them

2017-06 -
2021-03

Vice President
WedUp

Was in charge of setting up study materials, and
place reservation.
Once a week, attended as a English host to give
people to learn about English, and have a
chance to speak with English speakers.
Gave voluntary lessons to office workers on TOEIC
once a week.
Remote English lessons to office workers who
doesn't have time to attend.

2019-11 -
2020-07

Vice President
Gangneung English Community

As a vice president, was in charge of setting up
study materials, place reservation, and group
leader
Once a week, attended as a English host to give
people to learn about English, and have a
chance to speak with English speakers.

2019-06 -
2019-11

Bachelor of Science: Computer Science
York University - Canada

2015-08 -
Current




